Large Print Program

Michigan Tech Music Presents Hygge
Music of Scandinavian Composers
Performed by The Superior Wind Symphony
7:30 p.m. on December 3, 2022 at the McArdle Theatre

Photos and Recording is Prohibited
Run Time: TBD

Superior Wind Symphony
Mike Christianson, music director & conductor

Program
Chess: Highlights and Anthem by B. Andersson/B. Ulvaeus, arr. Johan de Meij

Ave Maris Stella by Edvard Grieg, arr. Mike Christianson (MC)
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Denmark Now Sleeps the Clear Night by Carl Nielsen, arr. MC

Give Me Jesus by Traditional African American, arr. MC

La Virgen de la Macarena by Traditional Spanish, arr. Marlatt

A Scandinavian Christmas arr. Lloyd Conley

The Chalet Girls Sunday by Ole Bull, arr. Saunier/MC
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Arise My Soul, Arise! by Traditional Finnish, arr. MC

A Child is Born by Thad Jones, arr. MC

Valdres Marsj by Johanness Hansen/Schissel

Superior Wind Symphony Fall 2022 roster available upon request. Please contact Kiersten Birondo at kbbirond@mtu.edu.
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View the Digital Program
for photos and information about this event, the Rozsa, and our supporters!
bit.ly/rozsaprograms

Michigan Technological University is an Equal Opportunity Educational Institution/Equal Opportunity Employer that provides equal opportunity for all, including protected veterans and individuals with disabilities.
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